VIRTUAL PUBLIC EXHIBITION

Holyhead Waterfront Redevelopment Scheme
Historic Postcard of
Porth-y-Felin House
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Heritage Background
Closely associated with the Great Breakwater are two significant Listed
Buildings; Soldiers Point House directly adjacent, with its distinctive enclosing
wall, and Porth-Y-Felin House sited on a rise back towards Holyhead Town.
Soldiers Point
Soldiers Point House itself is an iconic white building with castellated
parapets which are visible from afar - both land and seaward.
Built in the mid-nineteenth century, the whole complex of buildings and
ramparts form part of the visual character of this part of Holyhead.
Historic Postcard of Soldiers Point (Circa 1920s)

Safeguarding Heritage
Our proposal is to sympathetically remodel the Listed Buildings and convert
them back to residential use; a sufficiently viable use to safeguard the future
of these buildings – and a fitting use for buildings which originally started life
as residences.

Aerial Photograph of
Soldiers Point House in
its current state

This proposal would bring back into use several derelict buildings which would
otherwise continue to decay, thus retaining these key components within the
historical landscape. Furthermore, it is the intention to create accessible green
space around the curtilage of these buildings to enable community enjoyment
of the heritage settings.

Historically, Soldiers Point House provided a naval residence before
becoming the home of renowned media magnate Sir Arthur Pearson. The
buildings later became a hotel, which eventually closed leaving the building
redundant.
Porth-y-Felin House
This was also built around the same time; previously known as ‘Government
House’, it became the Holyhead harbourmaster’s residence before being
re-assigned to quarter RAF air-sea rescue - this use also now curtailed.
As a consequence, sadly in the last ten years vandalism and arson has
resulted in both Listed Buildings now becoming derelict and dangerous.
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Aerial Photograph of Porth-y-Felin House in its current state

Detail Photographs of Soldiers Point House and Porth-y-Felin House showing current condition
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